The Scan Results Screen displays
the original finger print, the current
fingerprint scan and the image.
By clicking on the image the system
will display the biographical record
and data of the individual

PrintSearch

image quality = 96
(minimum is 30)
minutiae points = 92
( minimum is 30)

Quick ID System

PrintSearch has the flexibility to search on multiple fingers, one or any combination
of ten, providing very quick, positive identification or verification. The system gives
the ability to use multiple biographical filters to further enhance the positive accuracy
rate and increase the speed of results. The filter feature is flexible and can be used either
after or after the scanning process.
PrintSearch provides a positive match in a matter of seconds.
The speed of the system allows an agency to use positive fingerprint
identification for access control, time clock or time and attendance and
visitor control functions.
When implemented as part of
mugSearch, or integrated with
records management, PrintSearch
provides complete booking records,
photos, and booking history as well
as information and images of scars,
marks and tattoos.

Images are scanned at 500 dpi, which is the
FBI certified standard. For additional security
both sets of prints can be enlarged and
displayed on a monitor or printed for latent
examination. The system displays the image
quality and the number of minutiae points.

PrintSearch does not require officer
intervention to scan a print. There are no
special treatments required such as
cleaning hands or cleaning the scanning
equipment.

Mobile fingerprint scanning units for squads,
transport vehicles, head count, and medical personal

Web interface for quick identification in mobile units, identification
can be confirmed from the field prior to transport. The web interface
displays a mug shot image along with fingerprint identification on
mobile / notebook computers in squads using the agency’s existing
mobile network.

Identification technology for law enforcement and criminal justice

